
Website Structure Audit Report
Report created: Aug 28, 2014

Website: http://www.hostacquisitions.co.uk
Compared with: 7 day(s) old

Domain Statistics

The domain hostacquisitions.co.uk has IP address 80.76.216.242 and is located in   United Kingdom.  The domain's age is 10 year(s), 6 month(s).

  Domain Google PageRank  PR 1

  Alexa Rank 14049134    60.7%

  Compete Rank in Compete.Com No data

  Traffic according to Compete.Com No data

  DMOZ Listing No

  Yahoo! Dir Listing No

Social Activity
 Domain Diigo bookmarks 0   0%

 Domain Social Mention Popularity No data

Crawl Statistics

  Proprietary research showed 8 pages

  Google showed 8  pages

  Yahoo showed 7  pages

  Bing showed 7  pages

Crawl Availability

 8 (100%) pages are good to crawl (their server response code is 1xx or 2xx)

 0 pages redirect to other pages (their server response code is 3xx)

 0 pages have client errors (their server response code is 4xx)

 0 pages have server errors (their server response code is 5xx)

 0 pages are not yet checked

Content and Structure Crawl Stats
  0 pages have missing or empty title tag

  7 pages have a too long title tag (> 65 chars)

  0 pages have duplicate page title

  7 pages have duplicate meta description

  0 pages have duplicate rel="canonical" code

  0 pages have missing or empty meta description tag

  0 pages use frames

  0 pages have conflicting character encoding

  0 pages have a too long URL (>115 chars)

  0 pages have too big size (> 100 kB)

  0 pages are restricted by robots.txt

  0 pages are restricted by X-Robots-Tag

  0 pages are blocked by noindex meta tag

  0 pages use meta refresh redirect

  0 pages use rel="canonical"

  0 pages use rel="alternate"

  0 pages use nofollow meta tag
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Google PR Distribution

   PR 10 was assigned to 0 pages

   PR 9 was assigned to 0 pages

   PR 8 was assigned to 0 pages

   PR 7 was assigned to 0 pages

   PR 6 was assigned to 0 pages

   PR 5 was assigned to 0 pages

   PR 4 was assigned to 0 pages

   PR 3 was assigned to 0 pages

   PR 2 was assigned to 4 (50%) pages

   PR 1 was assigned to 4 (50%) pages

   PR 0 was assigned to 0 pages

   PR N/A was assigned to 0 pages

                    Not yet checked 0 pages

Link Statistics

 179 (100%) links are do-follow

0 links are no-follow

   0 no-follow links are internal

   0 no-follow links are external

Broken Links

 179 (100%) links are valid

0 links are broken 

   0 broken links are internal

   0 broken links are external

Pages With Redirects and Client/Server Errors
0 pages have redirects, client or server errors

Pages With Missing or Empty Title Tag
0 pages have missing or empty title tag

HTML Validation

 8 (100%) pages are
valid

 0 pages have errors &
warnings

 0 pages have
warnings only

 0 pages are not
checked yet

CSS Validation

 8 (100%) pages are
valid

 0 pages have errors &
warnings

 0 pages have
warnings only

 0 pages are not
checked yet
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Pages With a Too Long Title Tag (> 65 chars)
7 pages have a too long title tag (> 65 chars)

hostacquisitions.co.uk/
Too long title tag

hostacquisitions.co.uk/about.htm
Too long title tag

hostacquisitions.co.uk/contact.htm
Too long title tag

hostacquisitions.co.uk/nda.htm
Too long title tag

hostacquisitions.co.uk/recent.htm
Too long title tag

hostacquisitions.co.uk/selling.htm
Too long title tag

hostacquisitions.co.uk/services.htm
Too long title tag

Pages With Duplicate Titles
0 pages have duplicate page titles

Pages With Duplicate Meta Descriptions
7 pages have "host acquisitions buys loss making and profitable hosting companies, business webhosts, domain resellers, enom etps,
nominet members, fasthosts donhosts hosteurope accounts and hosted clientbases of closing busiensses. Let us care for your clients."
meta description

hostacquisitions.co.uk/contact.htm

hostacquisitions.co.uk/news.htm

hostacquisitions.co.uk/about.htm

hostacquisitions.co.uk/

hostacquisitions.co.uk/selling.htm

hostacquisitions.co.uk/nda.htm

hostacquisitions.co.uk/services.htm

Pages With Duplicate rel="canonical" Code
0 pages have duplicate rel="canonical" code

Pages With Missing or Empty Meta Description Tag
0 pages have missing or empty meta description tag

Pages With a Too Long URL
0 pages have a too long URL (>115 chars)

Pages With Too Big Size
0 pages have too big size

Pages With Conflicting Character Encoding
0 pages have conflicting character encoding

Pages With Frames
0 pages use frames

Report created: Aug 28, 2014 by Astutium Ltd
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